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Extension of time submissions are often made after a project has been severely delayed, when
consequent problems may be unavoidable. However, if a proper submission is applied for as
delays emerge, disruption can be minimised, and the correct extension of time should be
awarded.
Construction Delays: Extensions of Time and Prolongation ...
It will be useful for construction professionals dealing with extensions of time and delay claims,
and for lawyers and others who are involved in the contentious side of the construction and
engineering industries. Roger Gibson has over 40 years of planning & programming
experience in the construction and engineering industries.
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Construction Delays: Extensions of Time and Prolongation ...
Construction Delays: Extensions of Time and. Prolongation Claims. Roger Gibson, Routledge,
Abingdon, 2008, 361 pp., ISBN 978 0 415 34586 6, £75. There are many excellent books on
construction.
(PDF) Construction Delays: Extensions of Time and ...
Time extension requests are normally specified in a contract provision and must be made
following the steps and documentation requirements defined in the contract guidelines. Most
extensions are related to delays beyond the contractor’s control, and many involve change
order requests.
Request Time Extensions in Construction Contracts
The delays in construction industry lead to time and cost overrun, disputes, arbitrations and
litigations. The main purpose of this paper is to identify the delays that result in time
extension...
Reasons for Delays and Time Extensions in Construction ...
Delays not caused by the contractor or sub generally warrant an extension of time. However,
many other scenarios warrant an extension of time, too. These reasons can range from the
owner delaying the start date, new or additional work requested, or even differing site
conditions.
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How to Request an Extension of Time | Construction Notices
An extension of time is issued (and rejected or approved) when the construction period needs
to be extended because of a delay that is not the contractor's fault - such as adverse weather,
civil commotion or a delay in gaining possession of site.
Sample letter of extension of time for construction (EOT ...
When a delay is “compensable,” that means the party affected by the delay should be given
either an extension of time or compensation for the delay of their work. All excusable delays
are compensable. Meaning, any time a delay is considered “excusable,” the contractor will
generally have a claim for a time extension, compensation, or both!
Construction Delay Claims: Types, Claims, and Defenses
Construction delays are considered as time lag in completion of activities from its specified
time as per contract or can be defined as late completion or late start of activities to the
baseline schedule, directly affecting specified cost. As a result, there will be extensions of time
required which will further result in fine, increased cost due to inflation, termination of contract,
court cases etc. or combinations of above stated factors, resulting in delay damages.
Delays in Construction Projects, Its Types, Effects and ...
8.3 Delays & Extensions of Time 1997/2007 AIA General Conditions • 8.3.1 If the Contractor is
delayed at any time in the . . . progress of the Work by any act or neglect of the Owner or
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Architect, … or by changes ordered in the work, or by labor disputes, fire, unusual delay in
deliveries … or other causes beyond the
Washington, DC CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE DELAYS
Compensation events differ from relief events because the private partner is entitled to an
amount of compensation and possibly a time extension to the term of the PPP contract.
Examples of compensation events are a failure to provide land or a right of way by the public
partner or a delay caused by another government agency.
9.2. Dealing with Extension of Time in the Construction ...
As a contractor, you can request extensions of time in a construction project. However, you are
only able to do so where the delays are due to circumstances outside your control. If the
delays are due to your performance, the owner may have a claim for liquidated damages
against you.
What are a Contractor's Rights to an Extension of Time?
If the delay is not caused by the contractor, then an extension of time (EOT) can be applied.
This extension of time is a formal request for an additional time period that can make up for
delay losses. This is permitted by the law for numerous valid reasons and depending on your
contract’s time clause. What is more important is that you must inform the other contracting
parties about your time extension or you may be in a contract dispute.
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Extension of Time in Construction Contracts | Contracts ...
But in most construction contracts it doesn’t terminate the duty to perform the contract, it only
delays it. For example, in the standard American Institute of Architects (“AIA”) contract
document, AIA Document A201-2017, the force majeure clause is titled “Delays and Extension
of Time.”
COVID-19: Delays and Force Majeure in Construction ...
That provision deals specifically with delays and extensions of time and gives certain excuses
to the contractor for delays caused by certain events.” This provision allows that certain
stated...
The Coronavirus Is Delaying a Construction Project. What ...
Delays/Extensions of time/Force majeure Most construction contracts contain provisions
allowing an extension of time for various issues and conditions, which may or may not be
compensable. Likely the most relevant in this situation is the “Force Majeure” clause.
So the Government Shut Down Your Construction Project—What ...
Generally, these clauses are designed to protect the owner from a contractor’s delay damage
claim by allowing a time extension, but no additional compensation, in the event of project
delays. Courts generally enforce unambiguous NDFD clauses, but there are exceptions, one of
which is for “delays not contemplated” by the parties.
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For Developers and Owners: How COVID-19 Is Affecting ...
Extension of time EOT in construction contracts. Construction contracts generally allow the
construction period to be extended where there is a delay that is not the contractor's fault. This
is described as an extension of time (EOT). When it becomes reasonably apparent that there
is, or that there is likely to be, a delay that could merit an extension of time, the contractor
gives written notice to the contract administrator identifying the relevant event that has caused
the delay .
Extension of time EOT in construction contracts ...
Under most contracts, as neither the contractor nor the owner caused the delay, the contractor
is entitled to recover the time but no delay costs, while the owner is required to grant an
extension of time and forego late completion damages for this period of time.
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